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Abstract

Automatic detection of critical plot informa-
tion in reviews of media items poses unique
challenges to both social computing and com-
putational linguistics. In this paper we propose
to cast the problem of discovering spoiler bias
in online discourse as a text simplification task.
We conjecture that for an item-user pair, the
simpler the user review we learn from an item
summary the higher its likelihood to present a
spoiler. Our neural model incorporates the ad-
vanced transformer network to rank the sever-
ity of a spoiler in user tweets. We constructed a
sustainable high-quality movie dataset scraped
from unsolicited review tweets and paired with
a title summary and meta-data extracted from
a movie specific domain. To a large extent, our
quantitative and qualitative results weigh in on
the performance impact of named entity pres-
ence in plot summaries. Pretrained on a split-
and-rephrase corpus with knowledge distilled
from English Wikipedia and fine-tuned on our
movie dataset, our neural model shows to out-
perform both a language modeler and monolin-
gual translation baselines.

1 Introduction

People who expose themselves to the process of
satisfying curiosity expect to enhance the pleasure
derived from obtaining new knowledge (Loewen-
stein, 1994; Litman, 2005). Conversely, induced
revelatory information about a plot of a motion pic-
ture, TV program, video game, or book can spoil
the viewer sense of surprise and suspense, and thus
greatly diminish the enjoyment in consuming the
media. As social media has thrived into a medium
for self-expression, live tweets, opinion dumps, or
even hashtags tend to proliferate within minutes of
the media reaching the public, and hence the risk
of uncovering a spoiler widens rapidly. Spoilers on
review websites may inevitably contain undesired
information and disclose critical plot twists that

evoke far less interest to users who consult online
reviews first, and later engage with the media itself.

Social media platforms have placed elaborate
policies to better guard viewers from spoilers. On
the producer side, some sites adopted a strict con-
vention of issuing a spoiler alert to be announced in
the subject of the post (Boyd-Graber et al., 2013).
Recently, Twitter started to offer provisions for the
tweet consumer to manually mute references to
specific keywords and hashtags and stop display-
ing tweets containing them (Golbeck, 2012). But
despite these intricate mechanisms that aim to pre-
emptively ward off unwanted spoilers, the solutions
proposed lack timely attraction of consumers and
may not scale, as spoilers remain a first-class prob-
lem in online discourse. Rather than solicit spoiler
annotations from users, this work motivates auto-
matic detection of spoiler bias in review tweets, of
which spoiler annotations are unavailable or scarce.

Surprisingly, for the past decade spoiler detec-
tion only drew little notice and remained a rela-
tively understudied subject. Earlier work used ma-
chine learning techniques that incorporated human-
curated features in a supervised settings, including
a Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) based model
that combines simple bag-of-words (BOA) with
linguistic cues to satisfy spoiler detection in review
commentary (Guo and Ramakrishnan, 2010), base-
line n-gram features augmented with binary meta-
data that was extracted from their review dataset
showed dramatically improved performance of
spoiler detection in text (Boyd-Graber et al., 2013),
and while frequent verbs and named entities play a
critical role in identifying spoilers, adding objectiv-
ity and main sentence tense improved classification
accuracy by about twelve percentage points (Jeon
et al., 2013; Iwai et al., 2014).

More recently researchers started to apply deep
learning methods to detect spoiler sentences in re-
view corpora. The study by Chang et al. (2018) pro-
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poses a model architecture that consists of a convo-
lutional neural network (CNN) based genre encoder
and a sentence encoder that uses a bidirectional
gated recurrent unit (bi-GRU) (Cho et al., 2014). A
genre-aware attention layer aids in learning spoiler
relations that tend to vary by the class of the item
reviewed. Their neural model was shown to outper-
form spoiler detection of machine-learning base-
lines that use engineered features. Using a book re-
view dataset with sentence-level spoiler tags, Wan
et al. (2019) followed a similar architecture ex-
plored by Chang et al. (2018) and introduced Spoil-
erNet that comprises a word and sentence encoders,
each realizing a bi-GRU network. We found their
error analysis interesting in motivating the rendi-
tion of spoiler detection as a ranking task rather
than a conventional binary classification. Although
only marginally related, noteworthy is an end-to-
end similarity neural-network with a variance at-
tention mechanism (Yang et al., 2019), proposed to
address real-time spoiled content in time-sync com-
ments that are issued in live video viewing. In this
scenario, suppressing the impact of often occurring
noisy-comments remains an outstanding challenge.

In our approach we propose to cast the task of
spoiler detection in online discourse as ranking the
quality of sentence simplification from an item de-
scription to a multitude of user reviews. We used
the transformer neural architecture that dispenses
entirely of recurrence to learn the mapping from
a compound item summarization to the simpler
tweets. The contributions of this work are summa-
rized as follows:
• A high-quality and sustainable movie review

dataset we constructed to study automatic
spoiler detection in social media microblogs.
The data was scraped from unsolicited Twit-
ter posts and paired with a title caption and
meta-data we extracted from the rich Internet
Movie Database (IMDb). 1 We envision the
dataset to facilitate future related research.
• We propose a highly effective transformer

model for ranking spoiler bias in tweets. Our
novelty lies in applying a preceding text sim-
plification stage that consults an external para-
phrase knowledge-base, to aid our down-
stream NLP task. Motivated by our zero-shot
learning results (Table 1), we conjectured that
the more simplified tweet, predicted from the
movie caption, is likely to make up a spoiler.

1www.imdb.com

• Through exhaustive experiments that we con-
ducted, we provide both qualitative analysis
and quantitative evaluation of our system. The
results show that our method accomplished
performance that outperforms strong base-
lines.

X i literally tried everything the force is strong with daisy
ridley theriseofskywalker (p=0.08)

× nfcs full podcast breakdown of star wars episode ix the
rise of skywalkerstarwars (p=0.18)

× new theriseofskywalker behindthescenes images show
the kijimi set see more locations here (p=0.27)

X weekend box office report for janfebbadboysfor-
lifemoviedolittlegret (p=0.12)

× in my latest for the officialsite i examine some of the
themes from theriseofskywalker and how they reinforce
some (p=0.23)

Table 1: Zero-shot classification of unlabeled tweets
about the movie The Rise of the Skywalker (annotating
spoiler free X and spoiler biased × posts). Along with
text simplification ranking of spoiler bias p ∈ [0, 1].

2 Related Work

Text simplification is an emerging NLP discipline
with the goal to automatically reduce diction com-
plexity of a sentence while preserving its original
semantics. Inspired by the success of neural ma-
chine translation (NMT) models (Sutskever et al.,
2014; Cho et al., 2014), sentence simplification
has been the subject of several neural architectural
efforts in recent years. Zhang and Lapata (2017)
addressed the simplification task with a long short-
term memory (LSTM) (Hochreiter and Schmid-
huber, 1997) based encoder-decoder network, and
employed a reinforcement learning framework to
inject prior knowledge and reward simpler outputs.
In their work, Vu et al. (2018) propose to combine
Neural Semantic Encoders (NSE) (Munkhdalai and
Yu, 2017), a novel class of memory augmented neu-
ral networks which offer a variable sized encoding
memory, with a trailing LSTM-based decoder archi-
tecture. Their automatic evaluation suggests that by
allowing access to the entire input sequence, NSE
present an effective solution to simplify highly com-
plex sentences. More recently, Zhao et al. (2018)
incorporated a hand-crafted knowledge base of sim-
plification rules into the self-attention transformer
network (Vaswani et al., 2017). This model accu-
rately selects simplified words and shows empiri-
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Figure 1: Distributions across the entire movie dataset of (a) genre, (b) user reviews (capped per title at 1,000),
and span length in words of (c) plot summaries, and (d) user reviews.

cally to outperform previous simplification models.

Title Name Year Title Name Year

A Beautiful Day 2019 The Hobbit 2012
American Factory 2019 Indiana Jones 1981
Back to the Future 1985 Little Women 2019
Batman 1989 Pride and Prejudice 1995
Blinded by the Light 2019 The Rise of Skywalker 2019
Cabaret 1972 RoboCop 1987
ET 1982 Shrek 2001
Field of Dreams 1989 Superman 1978
Forrest Gump 1994 Toy Story 1995
Frozen 2013 West Side Story 1961
Give Me Liberty 2019 The Wizard of Oz 1939
The Godfather 1972

Table 2: Movie title names and release dates.

3 Dataset

Our task requires a dataset that pairs user reviews
obtained from discourse on social media with a
summarization record collected from an item spe-
cific domain. By and large, a user-item model im-
plies distinct review authors for each item. In this
study we chose the movie media as the item, or the
subject to review, of which a plot description lets
users read about the title before watching the film.
To the extent of our knowledge, publicly accessible
spoiler corpora to date include the dataset used in
the work by Guo and Ramakrishnan (2010) that
consists of four movies and a total of 2,148 review
comments, and more recently, the IMDb Spoiler
Dataset, a large-scale corpus provided by Kaggle.
2 However, these datasets were entirely collected
from IMDb. Instead, we scraped unlabeled movie
reviews from Twitter and matched them with short-
text descriptions we assembled from IMDb.

Movies posted on IMDb are each linked with
a storyline at different plot detail, including key-

2www.kaggle.com/rmisra/imdb-spoiler-dataset

words, outlines, summaries, and a single synop-
sis. Plot summaries are reasonably brief, about a
paragraph or two long, and tend to contain small
spoilers. Conversely, a plot synopsis contains a de-
tailed description about the entire story of the film,
excluding commentary, and may include spoilers
that give away important plot points. In casting our
spoiler detection task as sentence simplification,
we chose to use for our model input to simplify the
most comprehensive plot summary of each movie.

We constructed a new dataset for our exper-
iments that comprises meta-data and a total of
15,149 user reviews across twenty three movies.
3 We selected movies released as early in 1939 till
2019 (Table 2), thus spanning an extended period
of eighty years. In our title selection we attempted
to obtain content coverage and represent a broad
range of sixteen genre types. Figure 1a shows genre
distribution across movies and highlights adven-
ture and drama motion pictures the most popular,
whereas biography, documentary, music, sport, and
thriller narratives were anticipated more lower key
with each holding a moderate single title presence.
We used the Twitter API to search movie hashtags
of which we fetched authorized tweets. In scraping
user reviews, we placed an upper bound of one
thousand asking tweets per movie item. The dis-
tribution in Figure 1b shows eleven out of twenty
three, close to half the titles, have 1,000 reviews
each, however for the remaining films we retrieved
less tweets than were requested. On average there
were about 658 reviews per title (Table 3).

We viewed our movie corpus as a parallel drawn
between a single elaborate plot summary and many
simpler review tweets. A text simplification system
learns to split the compound passage into several

3We made meta-data and tweets publicly available at:
https://github.com/bshalem/mst
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Property Min Max Mean StdDev

Reviews 12 1,000 658.7 379.7
Summary Span 38 171 105.8 33.9
Review Span 1 28 13.7 5.4

Table 3: Statistics for distributions across our movie
dataset of (a) number of reviews and (b) span length in
words for plot summaries and user reviews.

small text sequences further rewritten to preserve
meaning (Narayan et al., 2017). To perform lexical
and syntactic simplification requires to sustain a
reasonable span length ratio of the plot summary
to a user review. This predominately motivated our
choice of using review tweets that are extremely
short-text sequences of 240 characters at most. Dis-
tributions of span length in words for both plot
summaries and user reviews are shown in Figure
1c and Figure 1d, respectively. Review spans affect-
ing at least 200 tweets are shown to range from 6 to
22 words and apportion around 46 percent of total
reviews. Still, the minimum summary span-length
has 38 words that is larger than the maximum re-
view span-length at 28 words. As is evidenced in
Table 3, at 7.7 on average, the span split ratio of
complex to simple text sequences is most plausible.

4 Model

Neural text simplification (NTS) models prove
successful to jointly perform compelling lexical
simplification and content reduction (Nisioi et al.,
2017). Combined with SARI (Xu et al., 2016), a
recently introduced metric to measure the good-
ness of sentence simplification, NTS models are
encouraged to apply a wide range of simplification
operations, and moreover, their automatic evalua-
tion was shown empirically to correlate well with
human judgment of simplicity. Unlike BLEU (Pap-
ineni et al., 2002) that scores the output by count-
ing n-gram matches with the reference, i.e. the
simplified version of the complex passage, SARI
principally compares system output against both
the reference and input sentences and returns an
arithmetic average of n-gram precisions and recalls
of addition, copy, and delete rewrite operations. 4

SARI that correctly rewards models like ours which
make changes that simplify input text sequences
has inspired us to cast the spoiler detection task as
a form of sentence simplification. We hypothesized
that the better simplification of a user review from
a plot summary, the higher the likelihood of the

4https://github.com/cocoxu/simplification

tweet to contain a spoiler. Moreover, our system
is designed to not just confirm the presence or ab-
sence of a spoiler, but rather rank the plot revealing
impact of a review tweet in a fine-grained scale.

Using a colon notation, we denote our collection
of n movie objects m1:n = {m1, . . . ,mn}, each
incorporating a plot summary S and k user reviews
r1:k = {r1, . . . , rk}. Thus the input movie mi

we feed our model consists of k(i) pairs {S, rj}(i),
where 1 ≥ j ≤ k(i). Given S, a linearly l-split text
sequence s1:l = {s1, . . . , sl}, our model predicts a
simplified version r̂ of an individual split s.

𝑥2𝑥1 ⋯ 𝑥|𝑠| 𝑦2𝑦1 ⋯ 𝑦|𝑟|

word embeddings

feed-forward network

shared self-attention

softmax

ො𝑦2ො𝑦1 ⋯ ො𝑦|𝑟|

plot summary (𝑠) user review (𝑟)

predicted review ( Ƹ𝑟)

Figure 2: Architecture overview of the transformer (en-
coder path shown in blue, decoder in brown).

Neural sentence simplification is a form of text-
to-text generation closely resembling the task of
machine translation in the confines of a single lan-
guage. In our study we used the self-attention trans-
former architecture that requires less computation
to train and outperforms both recurrent and convo-
lutional system configurations on many language
translation tasks (Vaswani et al., 2017). In Figure
2, we present an overview of the transformer archi-
tecture. Stacked with several network layers, the
transformer encoder and decoder modules largely
operate in parallel. In the text simplification frame-
work, the input sequences to the transformer consist
of the compound passage words xi, obtained from
a summary split s, and the simple reference words
yi from the current user review rj . To represent the
lexical information of words xi and yi, we use pre-
trained embedding vectors that are shared across
our entire movie corpus. The transformer network
facilitates complex-to-simple attention communi-
cation and a softmax layer operates on the decoder
hidden-state outputs to produce the predicted sim-
plified output ŷi. Our training objective is to mini-
mize the cross-entropy loss of the reference-output
review pairs.
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5 Experimental Setup

In this section, we provide preprocessing steps we
applied to our movie corpus and details of our train-
ing methodology.

5.1 Corpus

While the First Order ORDINAL continues to ravage the galaxy, Rey PERSON finalizes her training as

a Jedi ORG . But danger suddenly rises from the ashes as the evil Emperor Palpatine ORG

mysteriously returns from the dead. While working with Finn PERSON and Poe Dameron PERSON to

fulfill a new mission, Rey PERSON will not only face Kylo Ren PERSON once more, but she will also

finally discover the truth about her parents as well as a deadly secret that could determine her future and the fate

of the ultimate final showdown that is to come. In post-industrial Ohio GPE , a Chinese NORP

billionaire opens a new factory in the husk of an abandoned General Motors ORG plant, hiring two

thousand QUANTITY blue-collar Americans NORP . Early days DATE of hope and optimism give

way to setbacks as high-tech China GPE clashes with working-class America GPE . Two

QUANTITY -time OscarÃ‚Â PERSON ®-winner Tom Hanks PERSON portrays Mister Rogers

PERSON in A Beautiful Day DATE in the Neighborhood LOC , a timely story of kindness

triumphing over cynicism, based on the true story of a real-life friendship between Fred Rogers PERSON

and journalist Tom Junod PERSON . After a jaded magazine writer ( Emmy PERSON winner

Matthew Rhys PERSON ) is assigned a profile of Fred Rogers PERSON , he overcomes his skepticism,

learning about empathy, kindness, and decency from America GPE 's most beloved neighbor. In the years

DATE after the Civil War EVENT , Jo March PERSON ( Saoirse Ronan PERSON ) lives in

New York City GPE and makes her living as a writer, while her sister Amy March PERSON ( Florence

Pugh PERSON ) studies painting in Paris GPE . Amy ORG has a chance encounter with Theodore

Laurie Laurence PERSON ( TimothÃƒÂ PERSON ©e Chalamet), a childhood crush who proposed to Jo

PERSON , but was ultimately rejected. Their oldest sibling, Meg March PERSON ( Emma Watson

PERSON ), is married to a schoolteacher, while shy sister Beth PERSON ( Eliza Scanlen PERSON )

develops a devastating illness that brings the family back together. In 1987 DATE Britain GPE ,

Javed Khan PERSON is a British NORP -Pakistani college arts student in Luton PERSON in a family

with a domineering father. Depressed by his oppressive family life and feeling he has no future in a hostile

Figure 3: Highlighted named entities in the plot sum-
mary of the movie A Beautiful Day in the Neighbor-
hood.

In building our movie dataset, we limited the lan-
guage of tweets to English. Made of unstructured
text, tweets tend to be noisy and often presented
with incomplete sentences, irregular expressions,
and out of vocabulary words. This involved scraped
reviews to undergo several cleanup steps, includ-
ing the removal of duplicate tweets and any hash-
tags, replies and mentions, retweets, and links. In
addition, we pulled out punctuation symbols and
numbers, and lastly converted the text to lower-
case. 5 We used the Microsoft Translator Text API
for language detection and retained tweets distin-
guished as English with certainty greater than 0.1.
At this stage, we excluded empty and single-word
tweets from our review collection, and all in all
this reduced the total number of posts from our
initial scraping of 15,149 down to 7,928 tweets. In
contrast, plot summaries are well-defined and only
required the conversion to lowercase. Respectively,
vocabularies of plot summaries and user reviews
consisted of 863 and 24,915 tokens.

In our evaluation, we compared the quality of
text simplification between compound-simple pairs
provided with named entities, and pairs of which
named entities has been removed altogether. We
used the spaCy library that excels at large-scale in-
formation extraction tasks, 6 and implements a fast
statistical named entity recognition (NER) system.
spaCy NER strongly depends nonetheless on the
examples its model was trained on. Hence, to ad-
dress unidentified or misinterpreted named entities

5All our tweets were rendered on February 2nd 2020.
6https://spacy.io

in our corpus, we have extended the default train-
ing set of spaCy with our specific examples. For
instance, we made Sith an organization class, Jo
March a person rather than a date, and IQ a quantity.
In Figure 3, we highlight the representation of the
spaCy named entity visualizer for the plot summary
of the movie A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood.
Labels shown include person, geopolitical (GPE)
and non-GPE locations, date, and quantity.

5.2 Training

After replicating plot summaries to match the
number of user reviews for each movie, we appor-
tion the data by movie into train, validation, and
test sets with an 80-10-10 split that amounts to
6,334, 781, and 813 summary-tweet pairs, respec-
tively. To initialize shared vector representations
for words that make up both plot summaries and
user reviews, we chose GloVe 200-dimensional
embeddings pretrained on the current largest ac-
cessible Twitter corpus that contains 27B tokens
from uncased 2B tweets, with a vocabulary of 1.2M
words. 7 Given the fairly small vocabulary size of
plot summaries, we expected the embedding matrix
generated from the large tweet corpus to perform
vector lookup with a limited number of instances
that flag unknown tokens.

Hyperparameter settings of the transformer in-
cluded the number of encoder and decoder layers
N = 6, the parallel attention head-count h = 8,
and the model size dmodel = 512. Then, the di-
mensionality of the query, key, and value vectors
were set uniformly to dmodel/h = 64, and the inner
feed-forward network size dff = 2, 048. Using a
cross-entropy loss, we chose the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) and varied the learning rate,
and for network regularization we applied both a
fixed model dropout of 0.1 and label smoothing.

6 Experiments

Our evaluation comprises both a spoiler classifi-
cation and ranking components. First, we applied
zero-shot learning (Lampert et al., 2014) to our
unlabeled tweets and identified the presence or ab-
sence of a spoiler bias. Then, our proposed NTS
model produced probability for each summary-post
pair to rank the bias of spoilers in tweets. Perfor-
mance of our NTS approach is further compared
to a language modeling and monolingual transla-
tion baselines. Moreover, our study analyzes the

7https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
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Figure 4: Monolingual Translation Baseline: Spoiler rank in BLEU scores for unsplit plot summaries with (a)
named entities removed and (b) named entities included.

quality impact of named entity presence in the plot
summary and offers an explanation to model be-
havior once named entities were removed from the
text. We have conducted both automatic and hu-
man evaluation to demonstrate the effectiveness of
the SARI metric, and suggest possible computation
paths forward to improve performance.

Precision Recall F1-Score Support

Negative 0.48 0.41 0.44 388
Positive 0.51 0.59 0.55 425

Table 4: Zero-shot classification of our tweets. The
support column identifies the number of user posts for a
given category— spoiler free (negative) or biased (pos-
itive).

Zero-shot Spoiler Classification Baseline. We
used a pretrained model on natural language infer-
ence (NLI) tasks to perform zero-shot classification
of our unlabeled tweets. 8 To classify the presence
or absence of a spoiler in tweets, we provided the
NLI pretrained model premise-hypothesis pairs to
predict entailment or contradiction. Table 4 summa-
rizes our zero-shot classification results for spoilers
in tweets with 388 and 425 user posts categorized
negative and positive, respectively. In contrast with
human judgment that had a fairly even distribution
of spoiler free and spoiler biased user posts at 410
at 403, respectively. We achieved 0.51 accuracy
compared to 0.74 on SpoilerNet (Wan et al., 2019)
that uses a fully labeled, tenfold larger dataset.

Language Modeling Baseline. We built a lan-
guage modeling baseline and trained it on a flat-
tened dataset we produced by concatenating all our

8https://huggingface.co/transformers/

user reviews into one long text sequence and thus
leaving out movie labels, title names, and IDs alto-
gether. Respectively, dataset splits were of 99,575,
12,078, and 12,794 word long for the train, valida-
tion, and test sets. The neural network we trained
for the language modeling task consisted of a trans-
former encoder module with its output sent to a
linear transform layer that follows a log-softmax
activation function. The function assigns a prob-
ability for the likelihood of a given word or a se-
quence of words to follow a sequence of text.

In this experiment, we extracted non-overlapping
sub-phrases from each of the plot summaries, and
performed on each sub-phrase sentence completion
using our language modeling baseline. Uniformly
we divided a plot text-sequence into sub-phrases of
ten words each, thus leading to a range of four to
seventeen sub-phrases per plot summary (Table 3),
and a total of 243 phrases to complete for all the
23 titles. We configured our neural model to gener-
ate twenty completion words for each sub-phrase
and expected one of three scenarios: (i) completion
text is contained in one of the review tweets for
the title described by the current plot summary, (ii)
words partially matching a non-related movie re-
view, and (iii) no completion words were generated.
Respectively, these outcomes represent true posi-
tives, false positives, and false negatives of which
we drew a 0.11 F1-score for sentence completion
of plot summaries.

Monolingual Translation Baseline. The base-
line for text simplification by monolingual machine
translation uses a transformer based neural model
that employs both an encoder and decoder modules
(Figure 2). To train this model, we used the publicly
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Figure 5: Text Simplification Mainline: Spoiler rank in SARI scores for linearly-split plot summaries with (a)
named entities removed and (b) named entities included. Scores render the mean over all splits of a plot summary.

available dataset introduced by Surya et al. (2019).
The data comprises 10,000 sentence pairs extracted
from the English Normal-Simple Wikipedia corpus
(Hwang et al., 2015) and the Split-Rephrase dataset
(Narayan et al., 2017). 9 The Wikipedia dataset,
with a large proportion of biased simplifications,
was further filtered down to 4,000 randomly picked
samples from good and partial matches with sim-
ilarity scores larger than a 0.45 threshold (Nisioi
et al., 2017). Whereas each of the remaining 6,000
Split-Rephrase records comprised one compound
source sentence and two simple target sentences.

Using domain adaptation, our model was trained
on distilled text simplification data and directly val-
idated and inferred on our movie-review develop-
ment and test sets, respectively. Noting that for this
baseline we avoided a hyperparameter fine-tuning
step on our title-review train set. Following NMT
practices, we used the BLEU metric for automatic
evaluation of our model, and in Figure 4, we show
baseline spoiler ranking for unsplit plot summaries
without (4a) and with (4b) named entities. BLEU
scores ranged from zero to 8.3 with a mean of 0.9.
As evidenced, the absence or presence of named
entities has a relatively subtle performance impact.

Text Simplification Mainline. As the first stage
for evaluating our mainline model, we conducted
qualitative analysis to assess the simpleness of user
reviews across our entire movie dataset. We clas-
sified tweets based on readability scores and used
the Flesch Readability Ease (FRE) metric (Flesch,
1948). In Table 5, we provide statistics for user
reviews categorized into seven readability grade-
levels, and showing for each the number of tweets,

9https://github.com/shashiongithub

FRE range, and average FRE rate. A standard FRE
classification renders reviews into simple and com-
plex groups of 990 and 6,930 tweets, respectively.
While FRE has its shortcomings to fully qualify
sentence simpleness, we found the bias in user re-
views toward complex sentences extremely useful.

Grade Level Tweets Min Max Mean

Very Easy 40 90.7 100 97.4
Easy 126 80.1 89.9 84.1
Fairly Easy 274 70.3 79.1 74.5
Standard 550 60.0 69.9 64.4
Fairly Difficult 642 50.2 59.4 54.6
Difficult 1,503 30.3 49.8 40.1
Very Confusing 4,793 0 29.8 6.3

Table 5: Statistics of Flesch Readability Ease (FRE)
scores for user reviews. Showing for each grade the
number of tweets, FRE range, and average FRE rate.

Our mainline model starts off with the check-
point of hyperparameter state from training the
monolingual translation baseline on the text simpli-
fication dataset from Surya et al. (2019). We then
followed with a fine-tuning step on the train and val-
idation sets from our review dataset. In Figure 5 we
show mainline spoiler ranking for plot summaries
without (5a) and with (5b) named entities. We ran
inference on the movie-review test set and report
SARI scores for automatic evaluation. SARI scores
range from 8.9 to 30.5 with an average rate of 21.3.
Although the metrics we used for each baseline
and mainline models differ, our results show that
the mainline system outperforms the baselines by
a considerable margin, owing to linearly-split plot
summaries, the extra review-specific training step,
and the use of the SARI metric that is effective for
tuning and evaluating simplification systems.
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did you know the scene in therise-
ofskywalker when rey hears the
voices of jedi past during her bat-
tle with palpatine was

what do marty mcfly dorothy gale
and sadaharu oh have in common
a propensity to exceed the estab-
lished boundarie

tomhanks turns in a fine perfor-
mance to bring the us childrens
tv legend fred rogers to the big
screen as matthewrhy

Table 6: A sample of test review tweets for distinct titles with highlighted named entities.

In Figure 6, we analyze the impact of FRE scores
on our model performance. Test tweets are shown
predominately to fall in two distinct clusters cen-
tered around SARI scores of about 14 and 25. In-
explicable at first observation, this rendition is pre-
sumably posed by the broadcast nature of online
discourse that lets tweets to easily share peer con-
tent. On the other hand, FRE grades are shown scat-
tered fairly evenly with no indication to affect per-
formance adversely. We also inspected the reward
of automatically extracting named entities from
plot summaries and tweets for conducting spoiler
identification effectively. In Table 6, we list a sam-
ple of user reviews with their named entities high-
lighted. The correlation between SARI scores ob-
tained from removing and including named entities
in plot summaries is presented in Figure 7. About
half of the SARI scores turned identical, but the in-
clusion of named entities produced a marked eigh-
teen percentage points with higher SARI scores.
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Figure 6: Correlation between FRE and SARI scores.

Data Min Max Mean SD

Plot Summaries 4 39 16.4 7.4
Reviews 1 12 5.2 2.2

Table 7: Statistics of named entity presence in unsplit
plot summaries and reviews.

We also conducted human evaluation by man-
ually rating the spoiledness of individual user re-
views in our test set. To this extent, we built a vo-
cabulary Vne of the distinct named entities that are
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Figure 7: Correlation between SARI scores for plot
summaries with named entities removed and included.

present in the entire collection of plot summaries.
Our metric for human judgment then follows to
rank spoiledness by computing the cosine similarity
between two named entity vectors of dimension-
ality |Vne| = 274 that represent a plot summary
and a tweet, respectively. Human mediation was
essential to inspect the integrity of named entities
in tweets that were often misspelled, as evidenced
in Table 6. Named entity distribution in unsplit
plot summaries and test tweets were at an average
ratio of 3 to 1 (Table 7) that correlates well with
our SARI automatic scores.
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Figure 8: SARI spoiledness average scores as a func-
tion of the movie (a) major genre and (b) year.

In the absence of work with similar goals, we are
unable to provide a fair performance comparison.

7 Discussion

Given its proven record of state-of-the-art perfor-
mance for various NLP tasks, we considered the
use of the BERT architecture (Devlin et al., 2019)—
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a transformer based language model that was pre-
trained on a large-scale corpus of English tweets
(BERTweet) (Nguyen et al., 2020). However, the
smaller number of 850M tweets BERTweet em-
ploys compared to 2B posts in our corpus, along
with the dearth of support for NTS at the time of
publication precluded further use of BERTweet in
our study.

Of great practical importance is the answer to
how the genre of a movie or the year in which it
was released weigh in on the amount of spoiler bias.
Average SARI scores of spoiledness as a function
of the primary movie genre (family, romance, and
thriller considered secondary) are shown in Figure
8a. Somewhat surprisingly, biography and science
fiction types came most vulnerable, as adventure
and action titles scored lower by about 8 SARI
points, and documentary category appears the most
immune to spoilers. In Figure 8b, we reviewed bias
impact of the year the movie was launched. Most
biased are movies of the seventies and eighties, as
the more recent twenty first century movies are
clustered in the middle, and West Side Story (1961)
ranked the least biased.

8 Conclusions

We proposed a new dataset along with applying
advanced language technology to discover emerg-
ing spoiler bias in tweets that represent a diverse
population with different cultural values. Perform-
ing text simplification, our model principally drew
on named entity learning in an item-user paradigm
for media review and showed through correlational
studies plausible performance gains.

The results we presented in this study carve sev-
eral avenues of future research such as minimizing
spoiler bias before user comments reach their audi-
ence, and incorporating novel pretrained language
models and training schemes to improve bias rank-
ing quality. When supplied with the proper dataset,
we foresee our generic method aid researchers to
address a broader bias term in text.
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